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Learn the essentials of finance theory and practice with the tools needed in day-to-day practice In

this thoroughly revised and updated fourth edition of Fundamentals of Health Care Financial

Management, consultant and educator Steven Berger offers a practical step-by-step approach to

understanding the fundamental theories and relationships guiding financial decisions in health care

organization. Using cases set in a fictional mid-sized hospital, the book takes the reader into the

inner workings of the finance executive's office. As in the previous editions, this book introduces

students to key practical concepts in fundamental areas of financial management. This innovative

introduction to the most-used tools and techniques includes health care accounting and financial

statements; managing cash, billings and collections; making major capital investments; determining

cost and using cost information in decision-making; budgeting and performance measurement; and

pricing. Also covered in depth are the financial implications of Patient Protection and Affordable

Care Act, which will increase patient volume, reduce bad debt, factor quality and patient satisfaction

into the financial picture, and significantly affect how hospitals and physicians are paid for services.

Students focusing on the business side of health care will find Fundamentals of Health Care

Financial Management: A Practical Guide to Fiscal Issues and Activities, 4th Edition a valuable text

for understanding the workings of the health care financial system.
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Fundamentals of Health Care Financial Management, 4th Edition Fundamentals of Health Care

Financial Management reveals all the inner workings of health care finance departments in one

basic text. In this revised fourth edition, Steven Berger uses his friendly, step-by-step approach to

understanding the fundamental theories, tools, and techniques of health care financial

management. At its heart, Fundamentals of Health Care Financial Management is a practical

resource that will guide students through the complexities of health care finance, starting with the

theoretical essentials and covering all the tools necessary in day-to-day operations, including: 

Health care accounting and basic financial statements necessary in health care organizations of

varying sizes Major capital investments and strategic, long-term financial planning Health care

organization tax status and year-end reporting Budgeting and performance measurement

Calculating Medicare and Medicaid adjustments and making allowances for doubtful accounts

Financial implications of the Affordable Care Act  Using the case of a fictional mid-sized medical

center to illustrate the crucial concepts and issues of health care financial management, this fully

updated fourth edition of Fundamentals of Health Care Financial Management: A Practical Guide to

Fiscal Issues and Activities will help readers quickly understand and absorb the many financial

decisions made in health care organizations.

STEVEN BERGER, CPA, is founder and president of Healthcare Insights, LLC, which specializes in

health care and financial management training and consulting. Healthcare Insights has also created

INSIGHTS, the health care industryâ€™s best practice decision support software. He has nearly 30

yearsâ€™ experience in the field and recently served a three-year term of membership on the

Healthcare Financial Management Association (HFMAâ€™s) National Board of Examiners.

I had this book for my financial management class. It is a good book that explains necessary

financial concepts, reading financial statements, doing budget variance, and revenue cycle.

this book is great if you like to read. If you want financial formulas, this is NOT the book you want.

I purchased this book and have used it to gain a better understand for a buisness Im working tword

opening. Working in the Health Care industry requires that you have a good understanding of the

fundamentals, I would say that it does a good job of breaking down potential issues that you would

encounter on a day to day buisness and uses scenarios to explain them. Most importantly It

provides information on policies, laws and government regulations.



This book was part of a Masters level Financial Management class. It was a good book to use. I

would recommend.Megan Tengerstrom

Very helpful with my class. Easy to read and understand. It was just what the instructor ordered.

Thank you so much.

Great service from  with these textbooks, way better than other internet sites. The book itself was

fairly easy to read.

Description said it was not marked up or written in..... not likely. Whole chapters were written in.

served its purpose for grad school
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